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Endless Runner (Cont.) 
In this tutorial we are going to create an Endless Runner game. In this game character can only 

move right and left and it is always going forward. The ground (tile or platform) are generated in 

runtime (procedural content generation  or PCG). 

Simple Camera Animation 
When the game starts the player enter directly into the game, he/she can start moving the player. Instead of that I 

want to give the player sometime to look at the scene before starting the game. So, what I want to do is restrict the 

movement of the player for some period (e.g. a second). And create an animation for the camera which will make 

the player look at the scene. 

To do that we will change in the script attached to the Camera (CameraMovement). Code Snippet 1, shows that 

script.  

public class CameraMovement : MonoBehaviour { 

    private Transform lookAt; 

    private Vector3 startOffset; 

    private Vector3 moveVector; 

    private float transition = 0.0f; 

    // Use this for initialization 

    void Start () { 

        lookAt = GameObject.FindGameObjectWithTag("Player").transform; 

        startOffset = transform.position - lookAt.position;      

    } 

     

    // Update is called once per frame 

    void Update () {     

        moveVector = lookAt.position + startOffset; 

        // X value 

        moveVector.x = 0;        

        transform.position = moveVector; 

    } 

}  

Code Snippet 1 CameraMovement script from the previous section. 

We will need three variables to control the Camera Animation:  

• transition 

A float field, initialized to zero, which we will use to differentiate between the Animation Time (the time 

where the Camera Animation will play, which is at the beginning of the game). 

• animationDuration  

A float field which will contain the duration of the animation. 

• animationOffset  

A Vector3 field, initialized to a new Vector3 object, which is the animation camera offset.  

 Those variables are shown in the Code Snippet 2 Declaration and Initialization of some fields that we will use in 

creating the Camera Animation.. 
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    private float transition = 0.0f; 

    private float animationDuration = 3.0f; 

    private Vector3 animationOffset = new Vector3(0,5,5);  

Code Snippet 2 Declaration and Initialization of some fields that we will use in creating the Camera Animation. 

 

To till our script when to work on the start animation and where to make the normal camera movement, we will add 

an if condition in the Update method. The condition will depend on the transition value, if it is greater than 1 we 

will display the normal camera movement otherwise we will work on the start animation. 

        if(transition > 1.0f){ 

            //normal camera movement 

            transform.position = moveVector; 

        }else{ 

            //Animation at the start of the game 

        }  

Code Snippet 3 

What we will do in this animation is that we will Lerp (Linearly interpolates between two vectors) between 

moveVector + animationOffset and moveVector (the correct value), we will Lerp by transition 

which is a float that should be between 0 and 1. 
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We will need to update transition every time Update method is called till it become greater than One. We want this 

update to start from the begging of the game till the animationDuration.  To achieve that we will use the help 

of the Time.deltaTime static method. 

 

Code Snippet 4 contains the Update method after adding the code for the start animation. 

Interpolation 
In the mathematical field of numerical analysis, interpolation is a method of constructing new data 

points within the range of a discrete set of known data points. 

In engineering and science, one often has a number of data points, obtained by sampling or 

experimentation, which represent the values of a function for a limited number of values of the 

independent variable. It is often required to interpolate (i.e., estimate) the value of that function 

for an intermediate value of the independent variable. 

One of the simplest methods is linear interpolation (sometimes known as lerp). 

Source: Interpolation from Wikipedia. 

Vector3.Lerp 
public static Vector3 Lerp(Vector3 a, Vector3 b, float t); 

Linearly interpolates between two vectors. 

Interpolates between the vectors a and b by the interpolant t. The parameter t is clamped to the 

range [0, 1]. This is most commonly used to find a point some fraction of the way along a line 

between two endpoints (e.g. to move an object gradually between those points). 

When t = 0 returns a. When t = 1 returns b. When t = 0.5 returns the point midway 

between a and b. 

Source: Vector3.Lerp from Unity Script Reference. 

Time.deltaTime  
The time in seconds it took to complete the last frame (Read Only). 

Use this function to make your game frame rate independent. 

If you add or subtract to a value every frame chances are you should multiply with 

Time.deltaTime. When you multiply with Time.deltaTime you essentially express: I want 

to move this object 10 meters per second instead of 10 meters per frame. 

Source: Time.deltaTime from Unity Script Reference. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interpolation
https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Vector3.html
https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Vector3.html
https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Vector3.html
https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Vector3.Lerp.html
https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Time-deltaTime.html
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    void Update () {     

        moveVector = lookAt.position + startOffset; 

        // X value 

        moveVector.x = 0;        

        if(transition > 1.0f){ 

            //normal camera movement 

            transform.position = moveVector; 

        }else{ 

            //Animation at the start of the game 

            transform.position = Vector3.Lerp(moveVector + animationOffset,           

moveVector, transition); 

            transition += Time.deltaTime * 1 / animationDuration; 

        }            

    }  

Code Snippet 4 

Let’s look on what is happening: 

• When we start the game, the camera will be above and in front of our player. 

 

Figure 1 The position of the Camera when we start the game after adding the start animation. 

• The camera will then move down and forward (remember the player still moving forward) till it be in its 

correct position. Note that in some cases and depending on the startOffset and animationOffset 

the Camera may move down forward and in some point in time it may move backward to be in its correct 

position. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 2 Change in camera position while playing the Start Animation. 

The Camera doesn’t look at the player in all time while it in the Start Animation. We want the Camera to always look 

at the player. To achieve that we will use Transform.LookAt. 

 

 

The following Code Snippet 5 contains the changes we want to make. 

Transform.LookAt 
public void LookAt(Vector3 worldPosition, Vector3 worldUp = Vector3.up); 

Parameters 

worldPosition Point to look at. 

worldUp Vector specifying the upward direction. 

Rotates the transform so the forward vector points at /target/'s current position. 

Source: Transform.LookAt from Unity Script Reference. 

https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Vector3.html
https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Vector3.html
https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Transform.LookAt.html
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        }else{ 

            //Animation at the start of the game 

            transform.position = Vector3.Lerp(moveVector + animationOffset, 

moveVector, transition); 

            transition += Time.deltaTime * 1 / animationDuration; 

            transform.LookAt(lookAt.position + Vector3.up); 

        }     

Code Snippet 5 

 

There still a small problem, if you move the player right or left while the Start Animation is working the camera will 

orient to that direction and stay on it if transition become greater than 1 while the camera has that orientation. 

To solve that, we must restrict the player from moving in the start animation period.   

To do that do the following: 

• Copy the line that contain the declaration and initialization of animationDuration from 

CameraMovement script to PlayerMovmentController script. 

• The play should be able to move forward even in the Start animation duration. So, we will use an if 

statement to allow the player only to move forward during the Start Animation duration. 

    void Update () { 

        if(Time.time < animationDuration){ 

            controller.Move(Vector3.forward * speed * Time.deltaTime); 

            return; 

        }  

Code Snippet 6 

 

Random Tile Spawning and better memory utilization 
In this section we want to: 

• Get rid of the Plane we had. 

• Start spawning the tiles a little bit earlier.  (Changing the ground, the Camera see at the begging of the 

game). 

• Create the Random function, so we always create some new tiles (by “new” I mean a tile different than the 

last one rendered). 

• Delete the tiles behind the player, so we don’t go out of memory (clean up after ourselves). 

If you finish the last section your Scene View should look like the image below (Figure 3). We will now delete the 

Plane GameObject.  After deleting the Plane GameObject if you start the game, the player will start walking on the 

first tile, but the camera will see part of the tile and an empty space Figure 4 What the camera will see after deleting 

the Plane GameObject. On the left, the Scene View shows the Camera field of view.. We must fix that, to do that we 

will change (decrease) the spawnZ value to make the first tile rendered in behind of the player.  We will also need 

to decrease the animationOffset a little bit. For me I changed the spawnZ to −2.7 and changed the 

animationOffset to (0,3,3). The result is shown in Figure 5 After changing the spawnZ value and the 

animationOffset value.. 
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Figure 3 

 

Figure 4 What the camera will see after deleting the Plane GameObject. On the left, the Scene View shows the Camera field of view. 

 

Figure 5 After changing the spawnZ value and the animationOffset value. 
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Now let’s go ahead and delete some tiles. As you can see when you play the game there is a point in time that will 

trigger the function that spawns new tiles. When this function is called we can use the same code section (part of the 

code that calls the spawning function, Code Snippet 7 The part of code that trigger (call) the spawning function.) to 

delete some tiles. 

    void Update () { 

        if(playerTransform.position.z > spawnZ - amountOfTilesOnScreen * 

tileLength){ 

            SpawnTile(); 

        } 

    }  

Code Snippet 7 The part of code that trigger (call) the spawning function. 

We will create a new function, call it DeleteTile and call it after SpawnTile function. This function should 

delete the tiles that is behind the player. But, we have a little one problem, we didn’t keep track of tiles that we have 

created. So, we will create a list that will contain that information. Create a new List of GameObjects and call it 

activeTiles then initialize it in the Start method. See Code Snippet 8 After adding and initializing a new List 

of GameObjects. below.  

    private List<GameObject> activeTiles; 

    // Use this for initialization 

    void Start () { 

        playerTransform = GameObject.FindGameObjectWithTag("Player").transform; 

        activeTiles = new List<GameObject>(); 

    }  

Code Snippet 8 After adding and initializing a new List of GameObjects. 

To make use of our list, we must put tiles on it whenever we spawn them. We will do that in the SpawnTile 

function. 

    private void SpawnTile(int tileIndex = -1){ 

        GameObject tile; 

        tile = Instantiate(tilesPrefabs[0]) as GameObject; 

        tile.transform.SetParent(transform); 

        // tile.transform.position = Vector3.forward * (spawnZ); 

        tile.transform.position = Vector3.forward * (spawnZ + tileLength); 

        spawnZ += tileLength; 

        activeTiles.Add(tile); 

    }  

Code Snippet 9 

Whenever we want to delete something we just going to take the first element of the list and destroy it. 

    private void DeleteTile(){ 

        Destroy(activeTiles[0]); 

        activeTiles.RemoveAt(0); 

    }  

Code Snippet 10 DeleteTile function 

Try to play the game. You should notice that no tiles are generated or that it is deleted too early. To prove that lets 

use a for loop to create the amountOfTilesOnScreen on the start of the game (we will add the for loop at 

the Start method). See Code Snippet 11. 
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    void Start () { 

        playerTransform = GameObject.FindGameObjectWithTag("Player").transform; 

        activeTiles = new List<GameObject>(); 

        for (int i = 0; i < amountOfTilesOnScreen; i++) 

        { 

            SpawnTile(); 

        } 

    }  

Code Snippet 11 

Click the Pause button  and then click the Play button  to make the game pause immediately after 

starting. The result should look like Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6 

What happened? The first tile was immediately deleted after it is created. To solve that we need to make a safe zone 

or safe distance after which the tile can be removed.  

Remember that we now create the amountOfTilesOnScreen on the start of the game and then in the Update 

method we make our checks to spawn new tiles. 

Create a new float field call it safeZone and initialize it to 10.0. Then use it to change the condition that trigger tile 

spawning and Deletion as in Code Snippet 12 the body of the if condition will wait more safeZone distance unit 

before spawning and deleting another tile.  

    void Update () { 

        if(playerTransform.position.z - safeZone > spawnZ - amountOfTilesOnScreen 

* tileLength){ 

            SpawnTile(); 

            DeleteTile(); 

        } 

    }  

Code Snippet 12 the body of the if condition will wait more safeZone distance unit before spawning and deleting another tile 

What we actually did is that we change the if condition by decreasing the first operand of the condition expression, 

by doing that we are telling our update method to wait till the distance playerTransform.position.z – 

safeZone which we decrease by safeZone become greater than the other expression in the operand which is 
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the distance between the next place where the new tile will be created (spawnZ) and the number of tiles we want 

on the screen (represented by the length of that number of tiles). 

Now try to play the game. When it starts you will notice that the player is standing on the first ground, there is 

exactly amountOfTilesOnScreen tiles (children of the TileManager GameObject) and no tile was removed. 

 

Figure 7 

Now we want to deal with the random tile generation. I would like to make a function that will never pick the last 

created prefab (it will not pick the same prefab twice in a row). To do that we will need to:  

• Store the index of the last created prefab. 

• Generate random number (index) that is not the same as the index of the last created prefab. 

• Call the function in the Instantiate method in the SpawnTile function. 

Declare an int, call it lastPrefabIndex, and instantiate it to 0. Then create a new function, call it 

RandomPrefabIndex, that takes no parameters and returns an int. The function is in the code snippet below. 

    private int RandomPrefabIndex(){ 

        if(tilesPrefabs.Length <= 0){ 

            return 0; 

        } 

        int randomIndex = lastPrefabIndex; 

        while(randomIndex == lastPrefabIndex){ 

            randomIndex = Random.Range(0,tilesPrefabs.Length); 

        } 

        lastPrefabIndex = randomIndex; 

        return randomIndex; 

    }  

Code Snippet 13 RandomPrefabIndex function definition 

Remember to change the following line in the SpawnTile function: 

tile = Instantiate(tilesPrefabs[0]) as GameObject; 

to 

tile = Instantiate(tilesPrefabs[RandomPrefabIndex()]) as GameObject; 
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Try to play the game, the tiles should be generated in different orders and the same tile shouldn’t appear twice in a 

row. You will notice that while the start animation is working, the tiles at the beginning may contain obstacle and we 

should change that because the Player can’t move the character right and left at the start animation period. In other 

words, we don’t have control over which tile will be created at the beginning of the game. Actually, it will not be the 

first one (the one with index 0) because the initial value of lastPrefabIndex is zero and that is the clean tile 

(the tile with no obstacle).  

Remember that we declare the SpawnTile function with an optional parameter, tileIndex, with default value 

−1. We want to use that as saying “If tileIndex is equal to -1 choose a random index.”. See the code snippet 

below for the changes in the SpawnTile function. 

        if(tileIndex == -1){ 

            //pick a racndom tile 

            tile = Instantiate(tilesPrefabs[RandomPrefabIndex()]) as GameObject; 

        }else{ 

            //choose the tile with index tileIndex  

            //that is sent to this function as an argumemt 

            tile = Instantiate(tilesPrefabs[tileIndex]) as GameObject; 

        }  

Code Snippet 14 

Now, we want to make sure that at the very beginning, at the Start method, we choose that the first four tiles be 

the clean ones. 

    void Start () { 

        playerTransform = GameObject.FindGameObjectWithTag("Player").transform; 

        activeTiles = new List<GameObject>(); 

        for (int i = 0; i < amountOfTilesOnScreen; i++) 

        { 

            if(i < 4){ 

                SpawnTile(0); 

            }else{ 

                SpawnTile(); 

            }            

        } 

    }  

Code Snippet 15 

 

Random.Range 
public static int Range(int min, int max); 

Returns a random integer number between min [inclusive] and max [exclusive] (Read Only). Note 

that max is exclusive, so using Random.Range( 0, 10 ) will return values between 0 and 9. If 

max equals min, min will be returned. 

Source:  Random.Range from Unity Script Reference.  

https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Random.Range.html

